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Figure 1: Talaria enables ML practitioners to compile models to hardware, jointly visualize their operations in the (A) Table 
View and (B) Graph View, while simulating a suite of (C) Interactive Model Optimization options to improve hardware inference 
efciency. In this example, a user has sorted the operations by their compute time, selected one (highlighted in blue in both the 
table and graph), and applied an optimization that saves 18.02% memory power and 11.55% runtime latency. 

ABSTRACT 
On-device machine learning (ML) moves computation from the 
cloud to personal devices, protecting user privacy and enabling in-
telligent user experiences. However, ftting models on devices with 
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limited resources presents a major technical challenge: practition-
ers need to optimize models and balance hardware metrics such as 
model size, latency, and power. To help practitioners create efcient 
ML models, we designed and developed Talaria: a model visual-
ization and optimization system. Talaria enables practitioners to 
compile models to hardware, interactively visualize model statistics, 
and simulate optimizations to test the impact on inference metrics. 
Since its internal deployment two years ago, we have evaluated 
Talaria using three methodologies: (1) a log analysis highlighting 
its growth of 800+ practitioners submitting 3,600+ models; (2) a 
usability survey with 26 users assessing the utility of 20 Talaria 
features; and (3) a qualitative interview with the 7 most active users 
about their experience using Talaria. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
A continuing trend within machine learning (ML) research and 
development is to move inference computation away from cloud 
servers and instead on to personal computing [4–6] and edge de-
vices [54]. Commonly referred to as on-device ML [32], or collo-
quially tinyML [89], this approach: (1) protects user privacy since 
data does not leave a user’s device when computing inference, 
(2) enables new user experiences, especially for applications with 
strict latency requirements (e.g., inference at high refresh rates), (3) 
supports more portable experiences since models do not require 
internet access, and (4) allows developers without extensive com-
pute resources to deliver ML experiences, reducing cost and the 
environmental impact of large servers. However, as the latest ML 
models continue to grow in size (e.g., neural networks with hun-
dreds of billions of parameters [28, 78, 88, 100]), creating efcient 
ML models that can run inference on resource-constrained devices, 
such as phones, tablets, or wearables, is challenging, as deployment 
requires practitioners to optimize and compress their models while 
maintaining acceptable accuracy [86]. 

Besides model quality metrics (e.g., accuracy), how do ML prac-
titioners efectively optimize and balance on-device inference ef-
ciency, such as model size, power, and latency [8, 42]? Efcient ML 
research and development is still nascent, and the state-of-the-art 
is rapidly changing [24, 35, 76, 96, 99]. Best practices are largely 
undocumented or still forming [61, 89]. Much of the progress in 
efcient ML focuses on contributing novel compression algorithms— 
unfortunately much less work focuses on developing practical tools 
to help people successfully apply and understand the benefts of 
compression. As efcient ML techniques are driven forward by 
advances in hardware engineering and ML research, there remains 
a major barrier in helping ML practitioners apply these techniques 
for designing real-world and intelligent ML user experiences. 

The tooling for developing efcient ML models is underexplored, 
underdeveloped, yet rich with opportunity [42]. In this timely area, 
better tools can have an outsized impact. Tooling for ML is of-
ten a force multiplier, enabling practitioners of varying expertise 
to develop models on their own. Interactive tools for model opti-
mization and compression is a new direction of research, where 
the few existing works only scratch the surface. Beyond commu-
nicating the efect of applying specifc algorithmic compression 

techniques [25, 53, 94], there are many other components of ef-
cient ML development where interactive visualization could help 
practitioners create ML-powered, on-device user experiences. 

To help ML practitioners build efcient models, we designed and 
developed Talaria: a model optimization and visualization system, 
informed by and built with expert ML practitioners at Apple that 
specialize in developing efcient models on-device. Talaria com-
piles models to hardware, and visualizes low-level hardware and 
model statistics through a split interface showing an interactive 
table and model graph, as shown in Figure 1. Talaria also simu-
lates a suite of model optimizations to instantly show the impact 
on a model’s inference efciency (e.g., latency and memory). ML 
practitioners can apply these optimizations at the model level, or 
at the individual hardware operation level. The system is model 
agnostic and supports models for arbitrary ML tasks, such as vi-
sion (e.g., classifcation, object detection, segmentation), natural 
language processing, and sensing applications. 

As the feld of efcient ML matures, we expect model evaluation 
tooling to support practitioners in optimizing their models over 
both model behavioral metrics (e.g., accuracy, precision, recall) as 
well as hardware specifc metrics (e.g., model size, latency, power 
consumption). However, everything comes at a cost, and in ML, 
the CACE principle [75], “Changing Anything Changes Everything,” 
continues to hold. Shrinking a model to reduce its size, latency, 
and power, while maintaining its accuracy and quality is extremely 
challenging in practice [42]. In this work, we intentionally focus 
on the new and novel challenges brought by moving ML inference 
onto personal computing devices for enabling user experiences 
powered by ML. Therefore, Talaria is scoped to help practitioners 
address evaluating a model’s hardware metrics under the task of 
on-device inference (further discussed in Section 2.3). 

We developed Talaria over 2 years, and report on 3 evaluations. 
First, we present a log analysis showing Talaria’s successful adop-
tion within our organization. Next, we discuss the results from a 
usability survey with 26 ML practitioners where they rate the utility 
of 20 diferent system features. Lastly, we detail the results from 
qualitative interviews with the 7 most active users to learn about 
their experience using Talaria and what improvements could be 
made to better help them create efcient models. 

Our contributions include: 

• Formative research with 12 ML practitioners on model 
optimization. Through a needfnding survey and partic-
ipatory design sessions with low-fdelity prototyping, we 
outline the challenges and tasks of optimizing a model’s 
power consumption, memory footprint, and inference la-
tency in order to create efcient ML models. 

• Talaria: an interactive visualization system for cre-
ating efcient ML models. Talaria compiles models to 
hardware, visualizes their low-level statistics and compu-
tational graph together, while simulating multiple model 
optimizations for testing inference efciency (e.g., latency 
and memory). The web-based system allows users to interact 
with large models (e.g., thousands of operations) in real time. 
Talaria also introduces a mechanism to map hardware op-
erations back to a model’s source code. Lastly, the system 
supports collaborative model optimization by letting users 
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save optimizations and send a single URL to their colleagues 
to fork and continue their work. 

• Findings from three evaluations of Talaria deployed 
within ML research and development teams. We con-
duct a log analysis to inspect the adoption of our system 
over time (800+ unique users uploaded over 3,600 models), a 
usability survey with 26 ML practitioners to rate and assess 
the utility of 20 system features, and a semi-structured qual-
itative interview with the 7 most active users to learn about 
their experience using Talaria for model optimization. 

We believe efcient ML, specifcally for on-device use cases, 
is a rich and untapped area of AI/ML for the human-computer 
interaction community to engage with. There is a large gap between 
current tools today and what practitioners need. We hope our work 
emphasizes the need and importance of tooling for optimizing 
models, and inspires future interdisciplinary work on interactive 
interfaces for creating intelligent and efcient ML user experiences. 

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

2.1 Model Compression Techniques 
To shrink models, efcient ML practitioners use a variety of strate-
gies, from principled architecture decisions to ad-hoc tricks-of-the-
trade. One class of techniques is model compression: optimizations 
to various components of a model to minimize the amount of com-
putational resources it needs. Categories of compression techniques 
(illustrated in Figure 2) include quantization [27], palettization [18, 
93], pruning (i.e., sparsifcation [27, 40]), and other modeling spe-
cifc techniques (e.g., distillation [27, 33, 65], efcient neural archi-
tectures [20, 45, 73, 81, 87, 98], and dynamic architectures [102]). 
Each technique is truly a family of techniques, with many nuanced 
variations that can be also combined together [37]. The following 
surveys detail compression techniques: [17, 20, 23, 57]. 

In this work, the compression techniques we use are quantiza-
tion (Figure 2A), pruning (Figure 2B), and palettization (Figure 2C). 
For brief context, quantization converts the inputs, outputs, and/or 
weights of a model from high-precision formats (e.g., fp32) to lower-
precision formats (e.g., fp16, int8, and even int2) [27]. Weight 
pruning removes the least-important parameters (e.g., weights, bias) 
of a model to make it smaller. The motivation is that modern neural 
networks are overparameterized, such that removing parameters 
will minimally impact the fnal prediction [27, 40]. Lastly, palettiza-
tion maps the weights of a model to a discrete set of precomputed 
(or learned) values. Inspired by an artist’s “palette,” the idea is to 
map many similar values to one average or approximate value, then 
use those new values for computing inference. While there are 
many types of compression techniques, we focus on these three 
due to their popularity, performance, and common use. 

2.2 Existing Compression Resources 
Since investing in model compression is typically only needed for 
applications where models will run on-device, research and best 
practices for ML optimization is much more limited compared to 
ML in general. While surveys detail diferent compression tech-
niques [17, 20, 23], most existing practical guidance stems from 
online tutorials and documentation from popular ML libraries. Ex-
amples include TensorFlow’s model optimization toolkit and blog 

Cast to lower precision format
QuantizationA

PalettizationC

Map weights to predefined set

Pruning/SparsificationB

Remove unimportant weights

Figure 2: An illustration of three common model compres-

sion techniques built into Talaria. (A) Quantization con-
verts data types from high-precision formats (e.g., fp32) to 
low-precision formats (e.g., int8). (B) Pruning/Sparsifcation 
removes unnecessary weights from neural networks. (C) 
Palettization maps model weights to a discrete set of pre-
computed (or learned) values. 

post on quantization-aware training [82, 83]; PyTorch’s experimen-
tal support for quantization [66], sparsity [67], and it’s accompany-
ing examples [68]; Google’s quantization extension to Keras called 
QKeras [31]; Microsoft’s Neural Network Intelligence package and 
tool [58]; Intel’s Neural Compressor library [47]; and Apple’s MLX 
framework [38] and DNIKit [90]. For targeting specifc hardware, 
other examples focus on speeding up inference on FPGAs [26] and 
compressing Core ML models to run on Apple platforms [7]. Lastly, 
the appropriately named TinyML community has emerged around 
this topic, which published a book [89] on developing models for 
always-on, low-power use cases. 

2.3 On-device Inference v. On-device Training 
It is important to clarify a distinction between on-device infer-
ence and on-device training. In our work, we focus on the more 
commonly studied and applied component of on-device inference: 
computing a prediction from a pretrained model loaded on a de-
vice with limited compute resources, such as a phone, tablet, or 
wearable, that have smaller memory and power capacity [42]. On 
these specifc mobile computing devices, it is rare to train a model 
from scratch. In some ML contexts where personalization is needed, 
perhaps a model requires fne-tuning on a user’s data on-device; 
however, this scenario is much less common than training a model 
ofine and deploying it onto a mobile device to run inference [42]. 
While on-device inference and training share many similar chal-
lenges, and both could beneft from interactive tools and visualiza-
tion, training on-device models is not as commonplace and usually 
requires more resources [101]. Thus, we intentionally scope our 
work on building tools for model optimization for ML that will 
run on-device inference. For resources on the current research and 
challenges around on-device learning instead, see the following 
surveys: [24, 55, 60, 101]. 

2.4 Visualization for Model Evaluation 
Since the boom of ML innovation over a decade ago, there have 
been many visual analytics systems designed for most stages of 
the ML development cycle. This hybrid research direction of com-
bining visualization and ML has made signifcant contributions 
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to model evaluation [41]. For diferent modeling tasks, tools for 
visualizing metrics (e.g., accuracy, precision, recall) on subsets of 
data [1, 15, 16, 91] and tools for exploring large ML datasets [10, 46] 
help practitioners compare and evaluate how well ML models gener-
alize to unseen data. Example ML tasks incorporating visualization 
include data classifcation [3, 36, 70], image classifcation [19], ob-
ject detection [34], transfer learning [56], and natural language 
processing (NLP) [13, 43, 79, 80]. 

Research into how ML practitioners build and evaluate models in 
code has shown that ML code is highly experimental and iterative 
compared to conventional programming [2, 64]. This observation 
has generated new ways of incorporating visualization into ML 
development processes, e.g., enhancing computational notebooks [9, 
50]. However, for all the emphasis on evaluating model behavior, 
there are much fewer visualization tools that evaluate a model’s 
efciency (e.g., latency and power consumption). The few tools 
that exist show model metrics, but do not inform ML practitioners 
of the potential efciency improvements from the latest model 
optimization and compression techniques. 

2.5 Visualization for Model Optimization 
Compared to general model evaluation, there are few existing vi-
sualization tools for efcient ML optimization. Most work studies 
and surveys algorithmic techniques to compress models, such as 
sparsifcation [40]. Tooling is much less developed [42]. One of the 
few related visualization works to ours is CNNPruner [53], which 
focuses on one specifc compression technique, pruning, for con-
volutional neural network architectures. Other work shows only 
static visualizations of results and features during model optimiza-
tion; for example, Dotter and Ward [25] analyzed model metrics 
such as inference time and model size along with visualizing data 
clusters for a classifcation task, and Xie et al. [94] visualized fea-
tures learned by a network as guidance to better prune redundant 
kernels. Model graph visualizers, such as the TensorFlow Datafow 
Graph visualizer [92] and open-source tools like Netron [71], allow 
practitioners to inspect their models, but are not designed for the 
task of optimization. Most existing tools are not grounded in real-
world workfows and needs of ML practitioners, nor do they factor 
in details about a model’s efciency and hardware metrics. 

3 FORMATIVE RESEARCH: MOTIVATION 
AND CHALLENGES 

From literature it is clear that tooling for creating efcient ML mod-
els is underdeveloped. This is in part due to the specialized nature of 
on-device ML: building optimized models brings all the challenges 
of conventional ML development, but additionally requires niche 
expertise in hardware knowledge and access [42]. 

Motivated by these challenges, we sought to explore opportu-
nities where visualization could help. To build the right tools for 
model optimization, we conducted formative research to better un-
derstand the challenges and needs for creating efcient models. We 
frst conducted a small needfnding survey with ML practitioners at 
Apple (Section 3.1). Then through participatory design sessions, we 
developed low-fdelity prototypes on practitioner data to engage 
them with what interactive visualization could ofer (Section 3.2). 

Table 1: A summary of the completed responses to the 
needfnding survey, including their role, primary type of 
ML application, and years of experience in ML. 

ID Role ML Application Exp. 

P1 ML Manager Deployment & Optimization 10 
P2 ML Engineer Training & Optimization 9 
P3 ML Engineer Training & Optimization 8 
P4 Research Scientist Research & Optimization 9 
P5 ML Engineer Training & Optimization 5 
P6 ML Engineer Training & Optimization 4 
P7 ML Engineer Deployment & Optimization 4 
P8 Research Scientist Research & Optimization 5 
P9 ML Manager Training & Optimization 7 
P10 ML Engineer Training & Optimization 3 
P11 Research Scientist Research & Optimization 6 
P12 ML Engineer Deployment & Optimization 5 

3.1 Needfnding Survey for Efcient ML 
To begin, we sent out an open-ended needfnding survey to efcient 
ML experts within our organization to ask what features interactive 
tools for model optimization should support. The survey format 
consisted primarily of open-ended text responses and was largely 
unstructured to gather diverse perspectives on optimizing models. 
We received 12 responses, summarized in Table 1. The participant 
count of our survey is lower than others within our organization 
because we made participation criteria strict: participants were 
required to be experts in efcient ML, hardware optimization, and at 
least one area of ML (e.g., research, model training, or deployment), 
to ensure the data was as relevant and informed as possible. With 
12 participants, they had 75 years of experience between them. We 
note that this survey was conducted solely within one organization, 
therefore practitioners may hold organization-specifc beliefs and 
practices [74]. However, between existing feld studies on efcient 
ML in practice [42], the number of years of experience, and the 
specialized expertise shared by these participants, we are confdent 
that our fndings accurately describe current challenges within their 
work, and efcient ML more broadly. 

With regards to what features new tooling could support, many 
requests were domain specifc to ML model and hardware analysis, 
such as attributing power and memory consumption to individual 
ML operations executed on-device. All 12 responses (P1–P12) in-
dicated a specifc metric that they regularly inspect (e.g., model 
size, inference speed, memory usage, memory power). Analyzing 
these statistics is one of the primary routine analyses efcient ML 
practitioners perform. Therefore, the ability to extract these statis-
tics from an arbitrary model and quickly load them into tools for 
analysis will shorten the time it takes for practitioners to visualize 
and optimize their models. Responses made it clear that for any 
tool to be successful in this work, it must support this task. 

However, responses indicated that only analyzing the model and 
hardware statistics is not enough; ML practitioners also need to 
know the locations of these metrics inside models (i.e., geometrically 
within the compiled computational graph). Practitioners do not only 
want to know in aggregate how much computational budget (i.e., a 
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threshold for model size, latency, power or an amount of any specifc 
resource a model is allowed to consume) their models use, but they 
additionally want to know specifc operations within the model 
these aggregates are heavily weighted from. Nine responses (P1–P6, 
P9–P11) expressed their desire for tools to help them sort, flter, and 
locate the biggest “ofenders” (the most computationally expensive 
operations). Also referred to as computational bottlenecks, these are 
high-value hardware operations that help practitioners minimally 
edit models. Since it becomes harder to have an accurate model the 
more optimization is applied, leaving as much of the original model 
intact is a desirable approach. Computational bottlenecks in this 
case are prime candidates for potential optimization savings that 
practitioners want to know about. 

Another group of eight responses (P2–P7, P9, P10) expressed 
enthusiasm for quickly testing optimization options to see the im-
pact on hardware metrics. Quick optimization experimentation is 
important, as diferent optimizations will have diferent efects on 
the model’s metrics, and it can be hard to know what the efect 
of optimizing a single layer will be to the entire model. Lastly, a 
common theme was the inherent collaborative nature of this type 
of work: it requires not only ML engineers, but also hardware spe-
cialists, compiler engineers, and people with hybrid expertise who 
can foat between these roles. These practitioners have a niche, but 
high-demand and hybrid skillset that cannot scale with the amount 
of projects they work on. Tools that help them analyze models more 
quickly, share the results (e.g., overall latency improvements, layer-
level memory analyses, or the impact of optimization before and 
after its applied), and perhaps educate other ML engineers about 
optimization techniques can help distribute their expertise. 

3.2 Participatory Design and Low-Fidelity 
Visualization Prototyping 

Given the perspectives we found from the needfnding survey, we 
next wanted to gather more insight into creating efcient models 
by letting the survey participants interact with basic prototypes. 
After obtaining data from one in-development model, we built 
low-fdelity prototypes and visualizations to provide the ML practi-
tioners with tangible artifacts to inspect and critique. To gather the 
most precise and informative qualitative feedback, it was important 
to prototype with real data and models. 

Over the course of a month, we met weekly with the 12 partici-
pants, updating our prototypes based on both their requests and our 
expectation on useful features. These prototypes were often specifc 
yet disjoint solutions to problems raised in the needfnding survey. 
For example, one prototype was a rich data table that showed all 
the diferent metrics that could be gathered from a model compiled 
to run on hardware. The practitioners (P1–P12) said this was a 
must-have, and appreciated quickly sorting and fltering operations 
to fnd model bottlenecks and more generally see the overall distri-
bution of compute used within the model. This frst table prototype 
was a direct result of the needfnding survey task where practi-
tioners all mentioned specifc metrics they wanted to gather and 
analyze together, as oftentimes they are making trade-ofs between 
multiple metrics (e.g., does making the model faster in one location 
increase its memory usage?). Later on we added results from pre-
computed optimizations on the model as well, which practitioners 

(P2-P7, P9–P11) said was helpful in having optimized model data 
alongside the original model. 

Another prototype was a simple dashboard that implemented 
basic interactive visualization techniques (e.g., brushing and linking, 
details on demand). Practitioners (P1–P3, P8, P11) appreciated this 
alternative, visual view of the data from the table, but said that they 
constantly are inspecting specifc operation values, so the table 
should almost always be on screen. This dashboard prototype was 
then positioned as complementary. 

One other prototype was a simple node-link diagram of a model’s 
hardware operations. Practitioners (P1–P9) greatly appreciated see-
ing the structure of a model. We then added controls to encode 
nodes of the graph by diferent metrics to highlight where in the 
model certain metrics were heavily weighted. This was illuminat-
ing to the practitioners, as they had not produced a visualization 
like this before, but have always wanted a view to fnd bottleneck 
operations geometrically in the model, not only from statistics. 

By the end of the month, we had a small collection of prototypes, 
ranging from data tables, dashboards, computational graphs, and 
others, that was sufcient for demonstrating power of interactive 
visualization in efcient ML development. When reviewing all the 
prototypes with the practitioners, they again stressed inspecting 
their models analytically and geometrically, and that each view 
gives a diferent perspective to their work. It was agreed upon that 
the foundation of a future tool should support both paradigms. 
These prototypes helped prioritize system capabilities during our 
design and development of Talaria. 

3.3 Design Challenges for Model Optimization 
From combining the data gathered from our needfnding survey 
(Section 3.1) and feedback from the low-fdelity visualization proto-
types (Section 3.2), the most common and pressing challenges for 
optimizing ML models coalesced, which we list as (C1–C5) below. 

C1. Inspecting model statistics analytically and geometri-

cally. Efcient ML analysis requires looking at both large 
amounts of tabular model statistics and large network dia-
grams simultaneously. It is time consuming and cumbersome, 
yet critical, to toggle back and forth between these two views. 

C2. Finding model bottlenecks. Not every piece of a model 
needs to be, or should be, optimized. It is hard to fnd compu-
tational model bottlenecks and place them in context with 
the global architecture. 

C3. Interactively testing multiple model optimizations. Tools 
for model compression are in their infancy, and lack interac-
tive interfaces to support general optimization analysis. It is 
unclear to know how much and where to apply model opti-
mizations to hit target metrics and computational budgets. 

C4. Collaboratively optimizing a model. Efcient ML work 
requires multiple practitioners and experts to iteratively 
make decisions during model development. It is difcult 
to keep track of shared analyses from multiple contributors. 

C5. Accurately applying model optimizations. Translating 
fndings from optimization analyses into practice (e.g., ap-
plying compression to a layer in a model’s training code) 
can be time consuming and error prone. 
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4 VISUALIZATION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
AND TASK ANALYSIS 

From our formative research, there is clear opportunity to help 
practitioners create efcient ML models. Practitioners reported 
that existing tools were insufcient, and expressed enthusiasm that 
visualization could help them develop smaller, more efcient models 
for on-device user experiences. Given the relatively novel domain 
and sparsity of work that addresses this budding area of ML, we 
sought to design new interactive visualizations for optimizing ML 
models. To inform our design, we distilled fve main tasks performed 
by practitioners that our system should support. The tasks (T1–T5) 
below are mapped to the challenges (C1–C5) raised in Section 3: 

T1. Quickly analyze low-level model and hardware statistics to 
understand a model’s inference (in)efciency (C1, C2). 

T2. Interactively visualize model architecture to see its topology 
and to fnd computational performance bottlenecks in the 
computational graph (C1, C2). 

T3. Explore varying model optimizations and quickly examine 
their efect on inference efciency, including both model-
wide and targeted optimizations (C3). 

T4. Allow teams to collaboratively optimize models (C4). 
T5. Make optimizations actionable by attributing low-level hard-

ware operations to their source code locations to help prac-
titioners know where to implement optimizations (C5). 

5 TALARIA INTERFACE AND SYSTEM 
With the tasks identifed from our formative research, we present 
Talaria, an interactive visualization for ML model optimization. 
Talaria enables ML practitioners to understand how their models 
perform on-device and optimize them for improved inference ef-
fciency. The system visualizes hardware statistics through a split 
interface showing an interactive table and model graph. Talaria is 
a substantive engineering efort, containing many features that ad-
dress challenges practitioners face when building efcient ML. The 
system is model agnostic and supports arbitrary ML tasks, such as 
vision, NLP, and sensing. Throughout this section, we link relevant 
views and features to the tasks (T1–T5) identifed from our task 
analysis (Section 4). 

5.0.1 System Header. The Talaria header contains top-level in-
formation about a model, including key statistics that practitioners 
need to know and optimize, such as the targeted inference frame 
rate (fps), memory power (mW), and latency (ms). The header also 
contains the main navigation tabs for Talaria, to switch between 
the specifc visualizations and views described below. When switch-
ing views, the system header remains fxed in the interface. 

5.1 The Table View 
The frst main view of the interface is the Table View (Figure 1A), 
a rich, interactive data table that displays the low-level hardware 
statistics of how a model will run (T1). Each row of the table corre-
sponds to one low-level hardware task, and each column encodes 
diferent metrics. One important metric is the clock time it took for 
a task to run (TOTAL TIME column), which is dual encoded in this 
table as both a number and an inline sparkbar [85]. 

Figure 3: Five diferent models visualized in Talaria with 
increasingly complex architectures. 

There are dozens of metrics to visualize, but the system displays 
only a few by default; the default options were chosen based on 
practitioners’ feedback from the formative research in Section 3. 
Users can add, remove, or browse all the available metrics by click-
ing the “Visible Columns” button. Users who are not familiar with 
each metric can hover over the metric name in the column header 
to display a tooltip that describes the metric in plain language. 

The Table View also supports common tasks for interacting with 
rich data tables that practitioners requested from our participatory 
design sessions. Users can sort the table by a metric when they 
click the arrow icon in a column header, flter the table (e.g., show 
tasks that took longer than 1ms), and search by the task name or 
ID. These features allow users to quickly explore and analyze the 
statistics of their models. 

Lastly, the Table View is interactively linked to the Graph View. 
For example, selecting a task in the table will zoom in and high-
light the correspond node in the graph. This is a simple but critical 
interaction, as it allows practitioners to link task statistics to their 
location in the model’s graph for further analysis. Multiple selec-
tions are also supported, e.g., when the table is fltered to a subset 
of tasks, the Graph View highlights the selected task and auto-
resizes the graph to show these tasks. This shared state is a pattern 
within Talaria: interactions in one view are linked with the others 
in the system. We decided to implement multi-coordinated views 
and cross-fltering from our needfnding survey since practition-
ers lamented that they frequently toggle back and forth between 
statistics and graph visualizations. 

5.2 The Graph View 
The second main view of the interface is the Graph View (Figure 1B), 
an interactive canvas that displays the compiled model architecture 
graph (T2). Each node in the graph corresponds to a low-level 
hardware task (e.g., a convolution or concatenation operation). It 
is important to note that this graph represents the operations of a 
model compiled onto hardware (similar to visualizing a datafow 
graph [92]), not just the conventional model architecture from 
model defnition code. The computational graph shown in Talaria 
is richer and often more complicated (example models growing in 
complexity shown in Figure 3). 

Users can freely zoom and pan on the graph to inspect how 
their models get compiled to hardware. For details on demand, 
hovering over any node displays a tooltip with important metrics 
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that may interest practitioners during exploration. When a user 
wants to get more information about a particular task, selecting 
a node also highlights the corresponding task in the Table View, 
which contains all the other available metrics as discussed above. 
Besides selecting a single node, users can also select multiple nodes 
with a lasso selection; this selection also flters the Table View to 
the corresponding tasks in the selection. 

Since models can be large, both in depth (e.g., number of layers) 
and width (e.g., parallel layers or branches), the Graph View shows a 
minimap (a small graph overview) to allow users to quickly identify 
areas of interest (Figure 1B). Minimap examples for fve models 
with increasingly complex architectures are shown in Figure 3. The 
minimap also helps users keep the global model geometry in mind 
when they are zoomed into a particular region. Users can drag the 
minimap selection window to reposition the main Graph View (e.g., 
quickly jump to a farther away location in the model). The minimap 
can also be hidden to maximize screen space. 

Another technique to wrangle large models is to group relevant 
tasks and construct a hierarchy when appropriate. When practi-
tioners export models, they can defne groupings in their code (e.g., 
group all tasks in a Transformer unit, or group tasks in a specifc 
sub-network). With a hierarchical graph where supernodes can be 
interactively expanded or collapsed (taking inspiration from [92]), 
practitioners can reduce the number of nodes in their view to focus 
on higher-level model structure. 

The last important feature of the Graph View is coloring the 
graph by a model metric. This is critical for quickly fnding com-
putational bottlenecks within a network. Users can pick a metric 
in either of two locations: (1) the dropdown menu in the Graph 
View, or (2) the “plot” icon in a column header in the Table View. 
Either selection updates the color of the nodes, where darker blue 

Figure 4: Three examples of the Graph View encoding difer-
ent hardware metrics on the same model to quickly identify 
potential model bottlenecks. Dark blue nodes indicate higher 
values for a metric, e.g., latency, memory, or power usage. 
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Figure 5: An illustration of two types of model optimiza-

tion. (A) Model-wide optimization applies a compression 
technique to the entire model, regardless of outcome. (B) 
Targeted optimization only compresses certain model oper-
ations. Talaria supports both, and allows practitioners to 
interactively optimize individual model operations. 

indicates more computationally expensive tasks, as seen in Figure 4. 
This design lets dark nodes (i.e., bottleneck tasks) stand out when 
zooming out for an overview. 

5.3 Interactive Model Optimization 
In addition to visualizing model statistics and the compiled graph, 
Talaria contains powerful features to help ML practitioners make 
informed decisions on model optimization (T3). To optimize a 
model, practitioners typically have to implement and apply op-
timizations, such as specifc compression techniques, to empirically 
test which techniques give the best results. This can be time consum-
ing and feel like “searching in the dark.” Instead, Talaria enables 
users to select and compare model optimizations in real time. 

How is this possible? At compile time, Talaria precomputes 
many possible optimizations for every task and saves this data 
to the Talaria backend server. Although these are estimations 
of hardware metric savings (e.g., latency and power), in most of 
our tests, models are sufciently accurate (within 1–3% variance, 
compared to actual hardware benchmarking). When a user selects 
an optimization, the interfaces updates in two places. First, the table 
in the system header shows the result on the model’s overall metrics 
(as seen in Figure 1, where this optimization results in saving 18.02% 
memory power and 11.55% latency). Second, the Table View shows 
the new, optimized statistics for each task colored green or red 
depending on if they improved or regressed (Figure 1). 

Talaria supports two types of optimization: (1) model-wide 
predefned optimizations (Figure 5A), and (2) task-specifc targeted 
optimizations (Figure 5B). 

5.3.1 Model-wide Predefined Optimizations. Model-wide optimiza-
tions are a commonly used yet blunt approach, where the same 
optimization technique applies to ever single task in a model. For 
example, one could either quantize or sparsify an entire network 
to reduce model size. Talaria provides predefned model-wide op-
timizations that are most commonly considered (Figure 6A). Since 
Talaria allows a user to examine optimization impact in real time, 
this is a great frst attempt when someone wants to quickly estimate 
latency or power savings with common model-wide optimization. 
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5.3.2 Task-specific Targeted Optimizations. More advanced and 
novel to Talaria are targeted optimizations that apply to specifc 
tasks, for example a bottleneck task that is computationally ex-
pensive. Whereas model-wide optimizations can be seen as coarse 
techniques, targeted optimizations give users fne-grain control. 
Targeted optimizations avoid excessive compression of a model, 
which better preserves behavioral metrics like accuracy. 

To optimize a task, users can click the “Optimize” button in 
the Table View to see a modal that presents an exhaustive list 
of combinations of optimizing a task’s “Input Format”, “Output 
Format”, “Kernel Format”, and “Weight Sparsity.” Each optimization 
also shows the impact on this task’s latency and memory power. 
Users can flter these options to a subset of optimizations that they 
prefer, e.g., only considering options with int8 kernel quantization. 
To help practitioners make a decision, each option’s relative change 
among all options are colored for easier comparison. For example, 
in Figure 6B, green text indicates positive outcomes (e.g., latency 
drops) and red text indicates the opposite. While optimizing a task 
often leads to better inference efciency, some optimizations make 
trade-ofs (e.g., reducing memory but increasing latency). 

With the Table View, the Graph View, and real-time optimization 
features, novel analysis workfows start to emerge. ML practitioners 
can observe metric distribution patterns in the Table View, quickly 
locate the model bottlenecks from the Graph View, then selectively 

Visualize different optimizations on a single task
Targeted Optimization ViewB

Quickly test optimizing an entire model
Model-wide Optimization ViewA

Figure 6: Talaria’s (A) model-wide optimization for quick ex-
perimentation and (B) targeted optimization for compressing 
a single hardware operation. Targeted optimization displays 
a table where rows are diferent compression techniques, 
with metric changes colored green or red. In this example, 
a user has fltered the table to only consider optimizations 
where the input and output formats are quantized to int8. 

optimize those tasks to squeeze out the best possible inference ef-
ciency. This follows a guiding design principle where practitioners 
want to minimal edit and optimize their models. Talaria allows 
them to prioritize optimizations and get the best “bang for buck.” 

5.4 Collaborative Optimization and Saving 
Compression Analyses 

In practice, building ML models is a collaborative efort with mul-
tiple contributors. Talaria was designed with this workfow in 
mind, and contains lightweight but important features to support 
collaborative model optimization for ML teams (T4). 

A user can save an optimization in Talaria by clicking the save 
button and providing a name for the analysis. An example can be 
seen in Figure 1 in the system header where a user has saved an 
optimization named “CHI 2024 Analysis.” This feature is also useful 
for (1) saving an analysis as a specifc checkpoint, (2) tracking the 
path to a particular savings goal, or (3) saving an optimization and 
then restarting to work on an alternative. 

Moreover, when a model is uploaded to Talaria, a unique URL 
is generated. Once the uploader grants permission, this URL can be 
shared to individual users or user groups, and the model will appear 
in collaborators’ model list page. This is designed for a common 
workfow, where an ML engineer optimizes their model, saves the 
analysis, and sends the URL to their team for review. Model owners 
can also enable link sharing, so that any other user could load a 
previously saved optimization, edit it, and save it as new analysis. 

5.5 Source Code Tracking 
Once an ideal optimization is chosen, practitioners need to apply 
it back to their code. Talaria supports a key feature called source 
code tracking which maps each hardware task back to the model 
defnition in code (T5). To enable source code tracking, practition-
ers export models using Talaria’s companion framework, which 
constructs a graph of hardware tasks. During graph construction, 
it parses the call stack of each API call to get code locations. The 
exported model package includes a JSON fle mapping source code 
to hardware tasks. The end result is that users can trace a single 
task from hardware in the stack to the exact line of code of their 
model defnition which spawned the task. Users can interact with 
this feature in two views: Code Locations and the Code Browser. 

5.5.1 Code Locations View. Selecting a task from the Table View or 
the Graph View populates the Code Locations view, which shows 
the code snippet that spawned the task. This allows a practitioner 
to quickly fnd which code to edit to apply the optimizations. 

5.5.2 Code Browser View. Each code snippet also contains the 
name of the fle that the snippet belongs to. Clicking on the flename 
changes the view to the Code Browser (a read-only, web-based 
code editor), which highlights the line of code from the snippet 
to give the practitioner better code context. The code browser has 
common features of a code viewer, including a fletree browser, 
syntax highlighting, and a code minimap. 

5.6 Complementary Visualizations 
Talaria also contains three complementary visualizations to help 
practitioners explore model statistics. The visualizations show model 
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Check for metric correlations
ScatterplotB

Visualize metric distribution shapes
Metric HistogramsA

Analyze when tasks run
Execution TimelineC
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Figure 7: Complementary visualizations to help ML practitioners analyze their models. (A) The Univariate Metric Histograms 
give users a quick glance of the distribution shape of various model metrics. (B) The Scatterplot helps identify correlations 
between model metrics. (C) The Execution Timeline shows when the diferent operations of a model execute. 

operations, i.e., rows in the Table View and nodes in the Graph 
View. These views are interactive and share state within the tool, 
e.g., selecting or fltering tasks in one view updates all other views. 
Users toggle between these views from tabs in the system header. 

5.6.1 Metric Histograms. The frst complementary view is a grid 
of univariate histograms (Figure 7A) to give users a quick glance at 
the distribution shape for every metric of their model. Lightweight 
interactions are available, such as a range selection to flter out 
parts of a distribution that are not needed; Talaria then updates 
the selection state of the system and remaps the axes to ft the data 
subset. Filtering multiple histograms helps users fnd a subset of 
tasks that they are interested in. 

5.6.2 Scaterplot. The second complementary view is a scatterplot 
(Figure 7B) that helps users fnd correlations between metrics. Each 
axis contains a dropdown to specify a metric. Hovering over a point 
displays a tooltip with task details. Clicking or selecting points also 
selects those tasks in the other views of Talaria. 
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Figure 8: The Talaria system architecture. A user inter-
acts with the web frontend to visualize the model. The fron-
tend communicates with a backend server that compiles the 
model, and also connects to database and fle storage services 
for saving and retrieving model information. 

5.6.3 Execution Timeline. The third complementary view is a time-
line visualization (Figure 7C) that helps users see the execution 
of their model’s tasks chronologically. Tasks are arranged on the 
y-axis, and time on the x-axis, where bars indicate how long a task 
took. This encoding makes it easy to compare computationally ex-
pensive tasks (larger bars) to smaller tasks. Moreover, this view is 
useful in both quickly fnding top ofenders, i.e., computationally 
expensive tasks, and chronologically locating each task when it 
runs during inference time. Similar to other views, clicking any 
task updates the Talaria selection in the other views. 

5.7 System Implementation 
Talaria is a web-based system built on a common web stack. The 
guiding design philosophy of the system is to keep as much as the 
workload as possible in the browser and use a backend primarily 
for data and model compilation. 

For the frontend, we used open-source libraries including Vue.js1 

for the primary UI framework, D3.js2 for data transformations and 
visualization rendering, and the Monaco Editor3 for displaying code. 
For the backend, we used Flask4 as a lightweight WSGI app frame-
work that communicates with our database and storage and serves 
data to the frontend. Most of the interactivity logic is located in 
the frontend (e.g., rendering and visualization interactivity), while 
the backend is mainly used to provide precomputed JSON data 
(e.g., computing possible optimizations as mentioned in 5.3). Our 
service is hosted on Amazon Web Services Enterprise (e.g., EC2, 
EKS, RDS, S3)5. For more details on how each component relates 
to one another, see our system architecture diagram in Figure 8. 

6 ILLUSTRATIVE USAGE SCENARIO 
To show how Talaria’s features described in Section 5 work to-
gether to help ML practitioners visualize and optimize their models, 
we present an illustrative usage scenario. 

1https://vuejs.org/
2https://d3js.org/
3https://microsoft.github.io/monaco-editor/ 
4https://fask.palletsprojects.com/
5https://aws.amazon.com/ 

https://5https://aws.amazon.com
https://4https://flask.palletsprojects.com
https://2https://d3js.org
https://1https://vuejs.org
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A minimally edited model that

achieves runtime budget of 34ms

Targeted OptimizationB

The code snippet that generated the

most expensive operation

Code Browser ViewD 

A maximally edited model that does not 
achieve runtime budget of 34ms

Model-wide OptimizationA

A U-Net segmentation model filtered to 
show expensive operations

Hardware Graph VisualizationC

code

Figure 9: An illustrative usage scenario where an ML practitioner Moira must achieve a runtime budget of 34ms on a U-
Net segmentation model. With Talaria, she (A) quickly tests a model-wide optimization baseline (using the quantization 
compression technique, but does not meet budget. Instead, she (B) flters the hardware operations to fnd bottleneck nodes, 
applies targeted quantization optimization, which meets the budget. (C) The Graph View highlights the most computationally 
expensive operations from the earlier flter, and the (D) Code Browser view shows which code snippet generated them. 

Scenario setup: How to speed up inference of an image segmenta-

tion model? Moira is an ML engineer on a product team developing 
a model that will power a new feature on a mobile device. The task 
is image segmentation, and the team decides to use a lightweight 
U-net architecture [72]. Moira has been iterating on this model to 
get the best accuracy possible. To ship this model on-device, its 
inference runtime must be within budget to ensure a good user 
experience. To start, Moira loads the model into Talaria to bench-
mark its current runtime. In the system header, she reads of the 
top-level metrics for the model: “Memory Power: 401.21mW” and 
“Runtime: 42.68ms.” The allowed runtime budget for this model is 
34ms, so she needs to reduce the runtime by about 20%. 

Visualizing model architecture on hardware. Moira frst familiar-
izes herself with Talaria, including the two main views: the Table 
View and Graph View. She sees 51 rows in the Table View, corre-
sponding to 51 model operations running on the hardware. She 
frst wants to get a sense of how these operations are organized, so 
in Graph View she zooms and pans around the model to inspect the 

structure generated by the hardware compiler. She sees the U-Net 
architecture running on hardware represents her expectations: the 
input and output share the same size, and the two “sides of the U” 
(called the contracting and expansive paths [72]) are seen from the 
graph connections running from subsequent convolutional layers 
from the beginning operations to the fnal operations. 

Quick test: Applying model-wide optimizations. When analyzing 
a new model, a common baseline is to try model-wide optimization: 
optimizing every model operation with the same compression tech-
nique. Moira wants to see if this quick test satisfes her runtime 
budget. She clicks the model-wide optimize button and sees multiple 
compression options supported by Talaria, including quantization, 
pruning, and palettization. Moira is mainly interested in quantiza-
tion, so she chooses to cast all input, output, and kernel formats 
from fp16 to int8. The resulting model (Figure 9A) reports top-
level metrics of reducing memory power by 73.53% (401.21mW → 
106.21mW) and runtime by 16.03% (42.68ms → 35.83ms). Note that 
there is no guarantee that optimizations always make performance 
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better, e.g., the overhead of optimization could be larger than the 
savings. In this example, the runtime of some operations (colored 
red in the Table View of Figure 9A) are increased. Although this is 
a big performance improvement, it does not achieve the runtime 
budget of 34ms. Before trying another optimization, Moira clicks 
the “Save” button and provides a name “Model-wide optimization,” 
to keep a checkpoint of her work. 

Analyzing model statistics and fnding bottleneck operations. Be-
fore trying a targeted optimization, Moira needs a deeper under-
standing of the model performance. To inspect model statistics, 
she reads the Table View to examine existing operations and their 
runtime distribution. Scrolling through the tasks and reading down 
the “Layer Name” column, she sees the model is mainly composed 
of convolution and pooling operations. From model-wide optimiza-
tion, she fnds quantizing pooling layers does not reduce runtime, 
so she enters “convolution” in search box to focus on these op-
erations. Since the Graph View and Table View are interactively 
synced, now the Graph View highlights the convolution operations 
with a blue border. She then sorts the convolution operations by 
their runtime to reveal the runtime distribution across the model. 
From the Table View’s “Static Total Time” column, she fnds twelve 
operations take up a majority of the total runtime. She then applies 
a flter to remove the operations that are less than 1ms. Once again, 
the Graph View updates to highlight the convolution nodes that 
satisfy the flter (Figure 9C). These bottleneck operations form the 
candidate set that Moira wishes to optimize. 

Combining geometric and analytic model knowledge. Using the 
“Color by Hardware Stats” feature, Moira visualizes model architec-
ture and runtime together in Graph View. This feature colors each 
node a shade of blue (darker means longer runtime). She confrms 
that the darker nodes are the operations she has fltered in the Table 
View, and makes the observation that they appear at the beginning 
and end of the model. This is a fast and powerful way to confrm 
and visually fnd model bottlenecks. 

Applying targeted model optimizations. Moira now has her can-
didate set of operations for a targeted optimization. She clicks the 
optimize button for the most computationally expensive operation 
and sees a list of combinations of compression techniques. Moira 
starts with quantizing this operation by fltering the table with int8 
for the input, output, and kernel; the result shows 39% reduction 
of the runtime and 66% reduction of the memory power for this 
single operation. After selecting this option, Talaria applies the 
optimization and shows Moira the improvements in the table row. 
The top-level metrics in the system header are also updated to show 
that the overall memory power is reduced by 43.14% (401.21mW 
→ 228.12mW) and the runtime is reduced by 17.45% (42.68ms → 
35.23ms)—this is close but still not under the required budget (34ms). 
Moira tries to optimize the next most computationally expensive 
operation with the same quantization. Talaria updates the met-
rics and shows an improved memory power reduction of 60.94% 
(401.21mW → 156.72mW) and runtime reduction of 22.72% (42.68ms 
→ 32.98ms). While this optimization’s memory power reduction 
is not as strong as the model-wide optimization, her targeted opti-
mization (Figure 9B) successfully meets her runtime budget. Note 
that if an operation is dependent upon other operations, Talaria 

handles these dependencies and optimizes the corresponding op-
erations.6 Before moving on, Moira clicks the “Save” button and 
names the analysis “Runtime 33ms optimization.” 

Sharing optimized models with others and evaluating on hardware. 
With her targeted optimization and model-wide baseline analyses 
completed, Moira wants to share them with her team. In Talaria, 
she clicks the share button to add emails of team members, who 
will see this model in their model lists. Moira also copies and pastes 
the Talaria URL into her team’s chat, so others can directly ac-
cess the model. Now, other team members can inspect the analysis 
checkpoints Moira made, fork and create their own optimizations, 
and share back with her. While her team inspects the results, Moira 
prepares her code to make the necessary modifcations to apply 
the optimizations. To locate the code to modify, she clicks on each 
optimized operation, and then clicks the Code Tracking tab, which 
highlights the code snippet from the Python source code that gen-
erated this hardware operation. For better context, Moira clicks 
on the flename of the snippet to see its location in the codebase 
(Figure 9D). With her code updated, she now can run and evaluate 
the optimized model on hardware: she fnds the actual runtime was 
reduced to 33.35%, only around a 1% diference from the predictions 
made by Talaria. Talaria allowed Moira to understand and exper-
iment, in real-time, with optimizations for her segmentation model, 
instead of blindly applying compression techniques and waiting 
longer for hardware benchmarking. 

7 EVALUATION: LOG ANALYTICS, USABILITY 
SURVEY, AND QUALITATIVE INTERVIEW 

We deployed Talaria within our organization and over time gained 
users as multiple teams found it valuable to their work. We de-
scribed the system as a new, interactive approach to help ML prac-
titioners evaluate and optimize their model inference efciency. 
Here, we report on three diferent evaluations (E1–E3): 
E1. A log analysis (Section 7.1) to track the growth of users and 

models in Talaria over time. 
E2. A usability survey (Section 7.2) to determine the most and 

least useful features to users. 
E3. A qualitative interview (Section 7.3) with the most active 

users to learn about their experience using the system for 
over time and their suggested improvements to help them 
create efcient ML models. 

Timeline. The implementation of Talaria started in the Summer 
of 2021, with the frst version completed in the Fall of 2021. We 
have been actively developing the tool since then, including adding 
features, providing maintenance, and talking with practitioners 
over 2 years. The log analysis data was captured from the Fall of 
2021 to the Fall of 2023. The usability survey was sent in the Spring 
of 2023. Similarly, for the qualitative interview, we spoke with the 
power users of Talaria in the Spring of 2023. 

Protocol. Our study includes three evaluations, all of which had 
their protocols approved by an internal IRB. Recruitment strategies 

6For example, in Figure 9 the 0th and 49th operations are connected by a path, therefore 
quantizing the 49th operation’s input to int8 will update the 0th operation’s output 
to be int8. Similarly, the 51st operation’s input must match to int8 due to the 50th 
operation’s quantization. 
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for each evaluation are described separately in their own section. No 
compensation was given, as all participants were salaried employees 
of our organization. However, many participants were interested 
in learning about our results. At the end of the study, we briefed 
participants and their teams on our results. 

7.1 Log Analytics 
In this frst evaluation, we analyze the backend logs of Talaria 
as one angle to inspect its usage and broader adoption over time. 
Inspecting user logs in aggregate gives us insight into the tool’s 
adoption, performance, and user behavior patterns, which can lead 
to opportunities for future improvements. In our evaluation, we 
focus on inspecting cumulative quantities, such as the number 
of users logged and the number of models submitted. A deeper 
analysis, such as which interactions each user takes on specifc UI 
elements, is out of scope for this work. To protect user privacy, all 
names have been scrubbed from the data. 

After fltering out the developers of the system and models used 
for testing, we count 800 unique users, 161 of which have submitted 
at least one model (20%). This means one-ffth of users submit a 
model, whereas others view a model shared to them by a collabora-
tor. Observing the cumulative number of users over time is shown 
in Figure 10A. Similarly, we can inspect the cumulative number of 
models that have been submitted. Over the same time frame, there 
have been 3,600+ models submitted, as shown in Figure 10B. 

In both charts in Figure 10, we see an interesting pattern: there 
are multiple large upticks in usage at a single time. In the users chart 
in Figure 10A, this suggests that an entire team discovered Talaria 
by viewing a model that was shared with them, or a teammate was 
demonstrating the tool and had colleagues simultaneously log in to 
try it organically. Note that the largest, most recent spike happened 
when some models were demoed and shared to wider audiences 
for educational purposes. In the model chart in Figure 10B, upticks 
suggest that a developer submitted multiple models at once, perhaps 
testing diferent hyperparameters or architectures. These usage 
patterns are useful vectors for understanding how ML practitioners 
use Talaria, and are discussion points we follow up on below. 

7.2 User Survey on Feature Usability 
In our second evaluation, to understand the usability of Talaria, 
we surveyed users to rate the usefulness of diferent system features. 
The survey frst asked for basic information about a participant’s job 
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Figure 10: The cumulative number of (A) unique Talaria 
users (800 total) and (B) unique models submitted to Talaria 
over time (3,600+ submitted). 
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Figure 11: A summary of the usability survey participants, 
including their (A) job role, (B) how long they have used 
Talaria, and (C) how often they use Talaria. 

title, role, and duration / frequency using the system. The remaining 
questions asked participants to rate 20 diferent Talaria features, 
grouped into the categories described in Section 5. We piloted the 
survey with three practitioners to ensure it took less than 5 minutes 
to complete. For recruitment, we sent the survey to email and chat 
groups specifcally related to the tool’s development and user base. 
In total we received 26 responses. 

Our participants, summarized in Figure 11, include multiple types 
of ML practitioners (Figure 11A), including research scientists, ML 
engineers, and hardware engineers. They also span a wide breadth 
of application domains, such as ML prototyping, model training, 
model evaluation, hardware, and compiler design. When asked how 
long they have used Talaria (Figure 11B), responses ranged from 
1 to 18 months. During that time, when asked how often they use 
Talaria (Figure 11C), responses showed most practitioners use 
Talaria multiple times a week or weekly, which is strong evidence 
that the system has been impactful to their work. 

Inspecting the responses to the study in Figure 12 reveals a num-
ber of patterns. First, in general it is encouraging to see a majority 
of responses are positive across all feature categories. Standout 
features that are the most useful to practitioners include the Table 
View, Graph View, and interactive optimization options. While the 
reception to various features within the Table View are high, of the 
two main views it is surprising how strong the positive response is 
for the Graph View. This shows the power of visualization: while 
many optimization tasks can be solved with the Table View (e.g., 
sorting tasks by a particular metric to fnd the most computation-
ally expensive tasks), viewing a model statistics geometrically by 
encoding them in the graph provides invaluable context. It is also 
encouraging that the complementary visualizations are rated highly 
useful, despite their conventional design and utility. 

If we consider the features that were least useful or not applicable 
to users, the collaboration and and source code mapping categories 
stand out. While both of them have half or more of their responses 
being very useful, these two categories are the least used or known. 
We suspect that not all Talaria users are collaborating within a 
larger team, and some may use the tool individually. It also could 
be the case that a user accomplishes everything they needed within 
Talaria, and does not need to export any other materials. The 
source code mapping features having more not applicable responses 
is also insightful. One hypothesis here is that of the two types of 
optimizations, applying model-wide optimization does not require 
specifc code edits, since the optimization simply applies to every 
operation; therefore a user does not need this feature. Another 
hypothesis is that the discoverability of these features could be 
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Figure 12: The responses to the usability survey grouped by 
feature. Participants rated 20 diferent features of the system. 

improved, since the results show these features are useful or not 
applicable, only 1 of 26 response says they are not useful. 

7.3 Qualitative Feedback from Power Users 
In our fnal evaluation, we gathered feedback during several 30-
minute semi-structured interviews [12, 52] with Talaria’s most 
active users, i.e., power users, to understand their experience of 
visualizing and optimizing their own models. We chose a semi-
structured format to ensure participants spoke to each question 
we prepared, with the fexibility to freely speak to their specifc 
work and express any alternative viewpoints or opinions they may 
hold [52]. This method is well-suited to gather frsthand and per-
sonal knowledge of efcient ML work that was not captured or 
anticipated in our previous evaluations [12]. 

Talaria power users were found by computing the total num-
ber of models submitted by each unique user and sorting to fnd 
the ones who have submitted the most models. We interviewed 7 
users, including research scientists, ML engineers, and hardware 
engineers. A summary of the participants can be found in Table 2. 
These users have interacted with Talaria the most and are already 
profcient using its features. We asked specifc questions about 
their user experience, including questions to make them refect 
on their own work. We also asked open-ended questions to learn 
about future improvements that could help them better optimize 
their models. For all interviews, one author led the questioning, 
while another took notes. With participant’s approval, we recorded 
conversations to refer back to during analysis. 

The interview questions were structured around the challenges 
that practitioners face with efcient ML (Section 3) and tasks we 
identifed that tooling should support (Section 4). From the in-
terview data, we conducted a thematic analysis method to group 
common workfows, user behavior, and best practices of model 

Table 2: A summary of the participants interviewed for the 
qualitative interview evaluation, including their roles, pri-
mary types of ML application, and years of experience. 

ID Role ML Application Exp. 

P1 Research Scientist Research & Optimization 6 yrs 
P2 Hardware Engineer Deployment & Optimization 5 
P3 ML Engineer Training & Optimization 6 
P4 ML Engineer Training & Optimization 6 
P5 Research Scientist Research & Optimization 4 
P6 ML Engineer Optimization 7 
P7 ML Engineer Training & Optimization 7 

optimization into categories [29]. Each participant’s data and tran-
scripts were independently reviewed and manually coded using 
inductive coding [84]. 

7.3.1 Analytically and Visually Optimizing Models. It was exciting 
to learn that practitioners had their own preferences for the views 
they used in their analyses. Between the two main views (Table 
View and Graph View), their preference was nearly split: after up-
loading a new model, P2, P4, and P6 looked at the Table View frst, 
whereas P1, P3, P5, and P7 considered the Graph View frst. Despite 
this frst reaction, nearly all participants mentioned that they relied 
on two views together for analysis (T1). P4 stated it plainly: “Both 
the numbers and graph are equally important.” Participants told us 
that selecting a task in the Table View and simultaneously high-
lighting it in the Graph View (and vice versa) was transformative 
to their work. Of all the features in Talaria, P2 said this interactive 
selection between the views was their favorite. 

One unexpected task supported by the Graph View was that 
practitioners used the graph to verify architecture questions they 
had when building a model. This is likely a potential reason that the 
Graph View was rated so highly in the usability survey (Section 7.2). 
For example, P3 said that they use the graph to confrm their under-
standing of an architecture change, and are then eager to see how 
it compiles to hardware. P2 said they view the graph as a “quick 
check.” This model verifcation task is interesting, as it emphasizes 
the unique consideration of hardware details that conventional ML 
does not usually need to work with. To measure on-device metrics 
such as power, latency, and memory usage, practitioners need to 
know how their models will decompose into individual operations 
on hardware. Visualization greatly helps in this task by allowing 
practitioners to visually inspect the topology of their model graphs 
and to encode diferent metrics on top of the graph. 

“I use Talaria to sketch out the topology of a model; it 
is a nice tool to visualize a model as well as looking at 
the power and perf.” — P7 

7.3.2 Discovering Computational Botlenecks. We next asked about 
Talaria’s ability to fnd computational bottlenecks (T2), or what 
P2 referred to as “top ofenders” and P7 referred to as “hot spots” (i.e., 
tasks that have the most latency, memory, or power consumption). 
A major goal of the Talaria design was to allow practitioners to 
fnd model bottlenecks quickly, either from low-level statistics, the 
model graph, or other visualizations. It was unsurprising then that 
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all participants said this was one of their primary reasons to use the 
tool, and that Talaria did it well. We dig into the bottleneck fnding 
process by asking if practitioners had ever uploaded a model and 
been surprised by a bottleneck. P1 said this “happens often,” and 
P2 said this “happens all the time.” More specifcally, P3, P4, and 
P5 said that they have all uploaded models and found additional 
hardware tasks that were not supposed to be there. For example, 
when applying a targeted quantization to a subset of hardware tasks, 
practitioners found redundant data type conversions between the 
input and output of various hardware tasks. With Talaria, they 
could fnd these bottlenecks and fx them faster than before. 

“The nice thing about Talaria is that it tells you stuf 
that you might not be expecting, but it also gives you a 
way to see why that was happening.” — P2 

7.3.3 Faster Optimization Experimentation. Beyond visualizing model 
statistics and fnding computational bottlenecks, we investigated 
how the power users engaged with the interactive optimization 
features (T3). Use cases here varied by practitioner needs. For ex-
ample, P6 heavily uses the model-wide optimization. P6 works with 
and consults for multiple model development teams, so whenever 
they receive a new model, they need the fastest way to test the 
maximal savings to quickly share back to the teams, which can 
be achieved by optimizing an entire model with a particular com-
pression technique. The other six participants more often use the 
targeted optimization features. Based on their applications, partici-
pants preferred diferent compression techniques (e.g., quantizing 
inputs and outputs only, quantizing kernels, or pruning weights). 
P3 said they appreciate that Talaria “clearly shows me what options 
I have for each layer.” 

“Talaria is nice because I can try a couple of optimiza-

tion options quickly, and it can tell me at a fner level 
what’s going on.” — P7 

One unique workfow worth highlighting was from P4, where 
they said they prefer to do targeted optimization because they 
do not want to change every layer, which is more likely to cause 
accuracy loss. P4 instead works backwards, by applying model-wide 
optimization frst and then removes optimizations to the sensitive 
layers that need to be preserved. We noted this approach to inform 
future users that they can optimize the full model but also selectively 
remove tasks that need full precision. 

7.3.4 Optimizing Models within Teams. We also asked about the 
practitioners experience using Talaria in a collaborative setting 
(T4). From the interviews, it was clear that sharing is heavily used, 
but we also wanted to better understand the model receivers: are 
they modeling engineers, hardware experts, or broader stakehold-
ers? When sharing Talaria URLs within their own team, P2 said 
they will iterate on models individually and then share the best 
model as fnal proof of their work. P7 has a similar workfow, where 
when they receive a new model, they upload it to Talaria, then 
send back a Talaria URL to their collaborators, saying: “This is 
what you originally had, and here’s what I got it down too.” P3 and 
P5 said they will share multiple URLs (diferent versions of a model) 
to their teams for comparison. P4 and P6 said that compared to 
only reporting top-level metrics, it can be more valuable to share 
Talaria URLs in case a stakeholder wants to go deeper. 

Lastly, P1 recounted a scenario where they were consulting 
for reducing model latency. They found themselves in-between a 
modeling team and a hardware team, and regularly shared Talaria 
URLs to both teams to explain changes and potential savings. P1, 
an efcient ML expert, explained that they regularly consult on 
projects that need to hit tight budgets to produce the best user 
experience. While they gladly share their expertise, this approach 
is not scalable, especially as the number of projects grow. They 
were excited to see interactive tools, such as Talaria, help others 
without this expertise optimize their own models. 

“Since some people have [efcient ML] tribal knowledge, 
[...] self-service is defnitely the future.” — P6 

7.3.5 Closing the Loop: Applying Optimizations. Lastly, we report 
on practitioners taking their optimization analysis and applying 
it back to their codebase (T5). Recall in the usability survey this 
feature category was the least used (Figure 12). This result is also 
refected in our interviews, where practitioners did not have as 
many examples to describe. Our original intent was that practition-
ers have an actionable next step after using Talaria. Our novel 
contribution here is attributing individual hardware operations 
back to source code. However, practitioners explained that apply-
ing optimizations to code is only one iteration they might do. Other 
iterations a practitioner might do may be trying a diferent archi-
tecture, updating the model compiler, or exporting statistics to run 
their own additional analysis outside of Talaria. We believe there 
is opportunity here to further improve the ML developer experience, 
however, what is most important is that our users did not get stuck 
when using Talaria, and that the system gave them something 
actionable to do next, even if it was not within the system itself. 

“Ultimately Talaria helps in creating models that run 
faster, while being more friendly to the developer.” — P6 

8 DISCUSSION: LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE 
WORK FOR OPTIMIZATION VISUALIZATION 

8.1 Model Comparison 
From our log analysis in Section 7.1, we observed a particular user 
behavior: ML practitioners may submit multiple versions of a model 
at once for comparison. A limitation of Talaria is that it only vi-
sualizes one model at a time; however, ML development is highly 
iterative and experimental [2, 64], requiring practitioners to com-
pare model statistics, architectures, and hyperparameters. Efcient 
ML work adds another piece to this puzzle, as practitioners also 
need to consider trade-ofs between hardware metrics, such as 
model size, power, and latency. From our qualitative study in Sec-
tion 7.3, users want to compare models across multiple facets. Ex-
ample comparisons include comparing an optimized model to a 
non-optimized model, comparing diferent compression strategies, 
or comparing models with diferent architectures altogether. This 
introduces new challenges: how should models be compared, e.g., 
against a common baseline or against one another? How do we 
efectively visualize relevant diferences between models? What if 
a user wants to compare more than two models? 

Since this observed workfow was so important and prevalent, af-
ter our study analysis concluded we implemented a new prototype 
view into Talaria called the model Dif View. While this view does 
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The modified model’s metrics are increased from additional convolution operations in the computational graph
Comparing Model Metrics and Computational GraphsB

A Segmentation model is modified to include more layers in its network
Comparing Model Code A

Figure 13: The prototype model Dif View added after observing practitioners from our evaluation comparing multiple models 
in Talaria. In this example, (A) a “Segmentation” model’s code is modifed to include additional layers in its network. (B) The 
new view shows both the original model and the modifed model’s hardware statistics and computational graphs, highlighting 
new operations in green. This new model adds multiple convolutional layers to the graph, which increases the memory power 
from 6.19mW to 10.91mW, and the runtime from 39.03ms to 45.47ms. 

not fully support arbitrary and fexible model comparison, it does 
help practitioners with the common task of comparing two models, 
their hardware metrics, and their computational graphs, against 
one another. As seen in Figure 13A, the code for a model on the 
left is modifed, and a new model with additional layers is created 
on the right. With both models loaded into Talaria, the Dif View 
now divides the main interface into four sections: two tables on left 
and two computational graphs on the right, mimicking the Table 
View and Graph View for inspecting a single model. In the updated 
Table View, Figure 13B shows new layers that are not present in the 
original model highlighted in green, and layers that were removed 
highlighted in red (none present in this example). Similarly, the 

updated Graph View shows both computational graphs, with new 
hardware operations colored green. With this new view, practition-
ers can see what impacts diferent model architectures have on 
their top-level metrics, and where modifed hardware operations 
are located in the model’s computational graph. 

This is an early exploration into model comparison for ML 
optimization. It is important to note that model comparison vi-
sualization is not a new topic and has been explored in other 
tools [22, 48, 95]. However, given the size and complexity of mod-
ern ML models, improved visualizations for model comparison is 
worth revisiting, especially for the new challenges and constraints 
brought with efcient ML. 
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8.2 Automatic Code Editing and Interactive 
Model Playgrounds 

Talaria allows users to test various optimization options and in-
spect their impact on inference efciency. However, right now a 
practitioner must still manually apply those optimizations in their 
code. Talaria, or future tools for model compression, could auto-
matically apply the specifed optimizations in code (possibly using 
large language models pretrained for coding tasks [30, 62, 63]), re-
compile them to the targeted hardware, and visualize the results. 
Drawing inspiration from fuid end-user programming tools that 
sync code and GUI states [50], we propose an interactive playground 
where users upload their initial model defnition code, iteratively 
apply optimizations, recompile their models, and fnally use the 
optimized model code for retraining. 

Lastly, given that Talaria contains both a model’s code and 
available optimization options, there is opportunity to automat-
ically suggest recommended compression techniques to try frst. 
Recommending compression techniques may sound appropriate for 
an automated optimization algorithm. However, fully automating 
model optimization is not yet possible, due to how many consider-
ations must be made both about the model and the design of the 
user experience the model will enable [42]. Nevertheless, future 
tools could enable mixed-initiative interaction and guided exper-
imentation, where Talaria could have the power to recommend 
optimization options in the interface to a user and make changes 
to a model’s source code. These feature additions could save practi-
tioners a signifcant amount of time, providing more opportunities 
to iterate on their models. 

8.3 Including Model Behavioral Metrics 
Talaria’s focuses on improving the inference efciency of ML 
models running on-device. While it is possible to apply maximal 
compression to extremely optimize model efciency and hardware 
metrics (e.g., model size, latency, and power), it may negatively 
impact the model’s behavioral metrics (e.g., accuracy, precision, 
recall). The holistic goal of building efcient models is to fnd a 
balance between inference efciency and an acceptable accuracy 
regression. One limitation of Talaria is that it currently does not 
take into account model behavioral metrics such as accuracy, and in-
stead focuses specifcally on the new and novel challenges brought 
with efcient ML work. Today with Talaria, a practitioner could 
quickly apply maximal optimization and minimal optimization to a 
model, then retrain them with these optimization confgurations to 
check how the accuracy or other behavioral metrics changed. How-
ever, there is great opportunity to combine Talaria more deeply 
with model evaluation tools that visualize behavioral metrics across 
diferent subgroups of data (e.g., to catch potential fairness or ac-
cessibility concerns). 

Certain technical challenges will need to be addressed to do 
these evaluations in real-time for interactivity, since considering 
behavioral metrics requires a forward pass of one’s testing data 
through the model to compute predictions. Depending on the size 
of the test set, or the size of the model, this may take on the order 
of minutes to hours. Perhaps applying bootstrap sampling methods 
to create “efcient ML test sets” that a model could predict over in 
seconds would allow future tools to test certain model optimizations 

and get both behavioral and hardware metrics in real-time. This 
potential combination would allow ML practitioners to easily see 
the impact that compression methods have on behavioral metrics 
and inference efciency simultaneously. 

8.4 Collaborative Model Optimization 
While Talaria enables practitioners to save optimization exper-
iments and share them with others, its collaborative features are 
lightweight compared to other feature sets. Section 7.2 shows that 
the existing features are rated highly useful, but this is only a 
frst step in the direction of collaborative, efcient ML. Collabo-
ration in data science is not a new topic. Popular programming 
tools have embraced collaborative features, such as Juypter [51], 
Google Colab [11], and VSCode [59], and previous work has pro-
fled how data scientist work collaboratively, both in interpersonal 
relationships and with tools [69, 97]. Talaria supports collabora-
tive tooling design highlighted by Zhang et al. [97] by capturing 
the end result of an analysis with code and documentation (e.g., 
saving shareable optimization analyses and model metadata), but 
future extensions could see additional support for tracking a full 
history of one’s analysis [39, 49]. Historical, collaborative features 
could help others reproduce an optimization step-by-step to sup-
port better reproducibility—a critical challenge due to the iterative, 
empirical nature of ML work [2, 64] that model optimization further 
complicates with additional dimensions such as compiler versions, 
hardware targets, and compression techniques. 

8.5 Scaling Visualization Design 
Talaria was built with scalability in mind, particularly for large, 
modern ML models. While we have not done an exhaustive scal-
ability test, Talaria has been used for models with thousands of 
tasks/graph nodes and runs smoothly. The Table View only ren-
ders rows within the browser’s viewport, making scrolling, sorting, 
fltering, and searching in real time possible even for large models. 
Zooming and panning on the the Graph View is fast, since the graph 
is rendered on canvas using WebGL and runs at a high refresh rate 
(e.g., 60fps) even with thousands of nodes. 

However, we have tested some models that had tens of thou-
sands of hardware operations. In these models, the Graph View 
was usable, but the bigger challenge in navigating the graph was 
that it was too large to get an intuitive sense of how the model 
compiled onto hardware. A good example of this is visualizing a 
transformer model, where the thousands of operations could be 
alternatively represented as a handful of sequential transformer 
modules. In this regime of scale, future visualization and interaction 
design could help, for example, by exploiting repeatable hardware 
operation types and automatically grouping them into supernodes 
(similar to [92]). While users can defne their own groups in code 
before submitting models to Talaria, in the future groups could 
be constructed automatically based on exploiting repeatable hard-
ware operations, either in sequence such as multiple convolution 
operations, or mined as patterns across a model (e.g., a parallel 
convolution structure that concatenates into a pooling operation). 
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8.6 Future Tools for Efcient ML 
The goal of this work was to show evidence of how interactive 
tooling for ML optimization can be highly productive in practice. 
Refecting on our evaluations, one characteristic that stands out 
from Talaria compared to previous work is the efort to unify 
the existing scripts, views, and ad-hoc analyses of practitioner 
workfows into single system paid of. Talaria lowers the barrier 
to efcient ML work and makes optimization estimation easier (e.g., 
clicking a button), helping people inspect the trade-ofs between 
multiple model optimizations. This holistic view of efcient ML 
work, combining hardware and software, is a key diferentiator 
between Talaria and existing work. 

The design of Talaria was guided by our formative research 
with expert ML practitioners. We followed known visualization de-
sign patterns [14], such as implementing multi-coordinated views, 
cross-fltering, and Schneiderman’s mantra [77] for overview + de-
tail and focus + context techniques [21] for mixed-initiative user 
interfaces [44]. Despite having rigorous strategies for designing 
interfaces, we emphasize that tooling in efcient ML is currently un-
derdeveloped and underexplored [42]. The few related tools focus 
on explaining the inner workings of a particular compression algo-
rithm (Section 2.5). While existing work advances our understand-
ing of specifc techniques, they may not be generalizable enough for 
many real-world applications. Future work on designing tools for 
efcient ML have abundant opportunity for building on top of rich 
literature in HCI and visualization to advance the state-of-the-art. 

9 CONCLUSION 
By focusing on creating on-device and efcient models, we can 
design new and intelligent ML user experiences. This direction of 
research, while growing, is still in its infancy. More specifcally, 
tooling for creating and optimizing models is underdeveloped. To 
help ML practitioners create efcient models, we designed and de-
veloped Talaria, an interactive visualization system, alongside ML 
experts at Apple that specialize in developing on-device models. 
Our visualization system enables ML practitioners to analyze mod-
els across a variety of low-level statistics, interact with a model’s 
computational graph, and experiment with model optimizations 
on hardware. We hope our work emphasizes the need and impor-
tance of tooling for model optimization, and inspires future work 
on interactive tooling for creating efcient ML user experiences. 
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